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Fuzzy membership of metadata value of CustomerID based on:
(a) Organization policy

TP   SE   CO   MC   NC   PR  PU
μ(CustomerID) 0.8   0      0      0       0      0      0

(b) government regulatory policy
TP    SE   CO   MC   NC  PR  PU

μ(CustomerID) 0       0     0.3    0.16  0     0     0

Now that the data can be classified and categorized into fuzzy sets 
(with membership value), a process for determining precise actions 
to be applied must be developed using a fuzzy rule-based system. 

IF Organizational_Security_Classification is TopSecret and 
Government_Security_Classification is Confidential Then Level 
of Encryption required is High 

The proposed method in this paper provides a suitable data classification 
based on fuzzy logic for data security and data privacy.
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Case Study:

Consider the following entities of a relational database system:
Customer (CustomerID, Name, Address, TelNo, E-mail)
Product (ProductID, Name, Size, Color, Price)
Supplier (SupplierID, Name, Address, TelNo, FaxNo, E-mail)
Order (OrderID, CustometID, ProductID, SupplierID, OrderDate, Quantity)

Metadata value (related to security attributes for attributes) in tables 
above are based on organization’s security policy and government 
security and privacy policy. 

Assume that domain meta-data values for these linguistic variable are, TP = 
top secret, SE = “secret”, CO =“confidential”, MC = “mission critical”, 
NC = “not critical”, PR = “private but not top secret”, PU = “Public”. The 
values related to linguistic variables are: TP = [58,..,70], SE = [48,..,60], CO
=[37,..,50], MC = [28,..,40], NC = [16,..,30], PR = [8,..,20], PU =  [0,..,10]. 

Figure 1. A relational database with metadata vales and its associate fuzzy set

Meta-data Value base on:
Organization Policy     Government Regulatory Policy

CustomerID 68                                              39
Name 64                                               70
Address 30                                               60
TelNo                            44                                               68
E-mail 67                                               69

Based on the metadata value for each attribute the membership of that 
attribute to each linguistic variable can be calculated.

Data security and privacy are very important issues in the success of a 
business operation. Implementing and applying policies related to data 
security and privacy therefore has become one of the core and important 
activities for large organizations.

Data classification process allows organizations to organize their data 
according to their needs. 

This process can be laborious in large organizations with significant data 
to evaluate and categorize. 

Using a data classification process organizations, can identify and apply 
appropriate policy and security settings such as private access control 

and encryption requirements.

This research study explores the use of fuzzy logic [1] in classification of 
data and suggests a method that can determine requirements for data security 
and privacy in organizations based on organizational needs and government 
policies imposed on data. 

Sensitive and financial mission critical data are stored in databases, in server 
applications and/or middleware and data encryption at this level although 
useful can be disruptive and costly. 

Managing the keys for encrypted data can become cumbersome and therefore 
many large organizations choose to encrypt only their regulated data [2, 3, 4, 
5]. 

Using a data classification process financial organizations can identify and 
encrypt only the relevant data. 

This will assist in saving time and processing power that is required for 
encryption and decryption process. [2, 3, 4, 5].

To classify data with minimal resources impact and without needing to re-
design databases one option is to add extra information to each data item by 
adding meta-data information to the attributes of each entity in relational 
databases.

These meta-data information could be the value or degree of security, privacy 
or other related policies for that data item. 


